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UK online grocery
‘to grow nine per
cent in five years’
Growth of ecommerce channel across
the world is being driven by evolving
shopper expectations and tech innovations, says IGD
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value as all of the other nine countries
studied by IGD combined.
The ecommerce channel in China, which is

to a global study by IGD.
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already more advanced than in almost any

The grocery research charity forecast

Middle East and Africa, Jon Wright,

other country inthe world, is expected to
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with its online grocery channel expected to
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Western European markets. In the UK,
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for 7.9 per cent of the total retail market.

France, Germany and Spain we forecast
above market average growth rates for

With a six per cent share at present, the
UK’s ecommerce grocery channel is already

online grocery retailing, all growing market

Meanwhile, South Korea, which already has
the largest online grocery channel share in
the world, is set to retain this position, with
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said: “China, Japan and South Korea are the

IGD said the research shows that, globally,
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Commenting on online growth in Asia, IGD

Asian markets leading the way in online

the online grocery market growth is being
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The researcher said shopper expectations
of price, quality,

shopping,

choice, convenience,

speed, personalisation, health,

“They lead the way globally in terms of
market share, and in 2023 all three will be

The Chinese online grocery market is

nearing double-digit

forecast to grow by the same amount in

grocery, with South Korea over 14 per cent.”
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share for online

IGD also forecasts extensive growth in the

Here are the predictions in full:

France

$11.6 $17.2 +$5.6 8.2% 4.5% 6.0%

US with online set to more than double its
market share, driven by the rapid
expansion of pick-up points, Instacart’s
expansion, and integration of businesses

Country

Online

grocery

grocery

market
size ($bn)

such as Shipt and Home Chef.

Value
growth CAGR
($bn)

2018 2023

Market share will grow to 3.5 per cent,
creating a $37bn opportunity for American

Online

channel
share %
2018 2023

China

$50.9$196.3+$145.4 31.0% 3.8% 11.2%

US

$23.9$59.5 +$35.6 20.0% 1.6% 3.5%

Japan

$31.9 $46.5 +$14.6 7.8% 7.1% 9.9%

UK

$14.6 $22.1 +$7.5

8.7% 6.0%7.9%

$9.9 $21.3 +11.4

16.5% 8.3% 14.2%

retailers and manufacturers to exploit.
Online retail is also set for major growth in
Germany (+23.2 per cent in market value),

Australia$2.1

$4.2

+$2.2 15.3% 2.1% 3.7%

Germany$1.3

$3.8

+$2.5 23.2% 0.5%1.2%

Canada $0.8 $2.1

+$1.3 21.0% 0.8%1.8%

Spain

+$1.1 17.9% 0.7%1.4%

TOTAL $147.9$374.9$227.020.4%

Canada (+21 per cent) and Spain (+17.9 per
cent), albeit from a considerably smaller
base than in the other countries covered by
the research.

South
Korea

$0.9 $2.0
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